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Abstract

The term “rendezvous of objects in space” refers to the action of a spacecraft
approaching another object travelling in space. As part of this manoeuvre, it is often
important that the chaser is able to detect its relative position with respect to the
target body. This dissertation explores vision algorithms for un-cooperative
rendezvous in which the chaser uses a single camera and a known 3D computer
model of the target body to recognise the distance and the pose of the target that is
approaching.
A database of reference poses or views of the 3D computer model is created and
feature descriptors are used to characterise them. A mock-up physical model of the
same target is used to produce sequences of images simulating a chaser
approaching the target. The system detects the target, selects a matching pose from
the database of poses and uses previous knowledge from the sequence of images to
correct potential errors.
Using the sequences of images and a reference database with views of the 3D
computer model taken every 10º about all axes, the system is able to return the
expected pose with up to 78% accuracy. In the best case, the mean error (calculated
as the distance between the expected pose and the classified pose in degrees) is of
only 1.5º. Poses within an error of 10º or less from the expected pose are selected up
to 96% of the cases.
The conclusion is that the results returned by the developed algorithms are a good
approximation of the real pose. The algorithms themselves are simple and fast. If
higher accuracy is needed then the selected pose could be used as an initial input to
feed more complex algorithms that could refine it.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The space sector has seen an increase in the number of satellites and probes sent
into orbit or to explore distant planets and our own. These spacecraft are equipped
with sensors and actuators that work in an ever more automated way.
The term “rendezvous of objects in space” refers to the action of a spacecraft
approaching another object travelling in space. An example could be an automated
pod carrying supplies to the International Space Station (ISS), which needs to
manoeuvre towards the ISS and perform docking. This kind of docking is considered
as a “cooperative” rendezvous, since the ISS has some markers to signal the target
and aid docking while, due to the high level of accuracy required, some manual
operations are performed as well.

Figure 1 Resupply spacecraft docking to ISS (camera view)

There are, however, some applications for which cooperation is not possible. These
include: removing a piece of debris from an orbit, capturing a decommissioned
satellite or approaching an asteroid. A spacecraft chasing these objects will need to
be able to measure distance and pose of the uncooperative target so that action can
be taken when appropriate.
Even though sensors and techniques such as LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
might seem more accurate for measuring shape and distance of target objects, these
radar techniques use up much power, which is a scarce resource in space.
For this reason, this dissertation will look into the use of a single camera to estimate
the relative pose and distance to an object travelling in space.
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The detection of an object pose and distance is a common problem in applications
involving robots performing a task such as grabbing an item or avoiding an obstacle.
This is a typical example of an application of computer vision. Although there are
many papers on the topic of recognition of objects, not many of them are applied to
space objects and therefore this dissertation might be considered to be of certain
research significance.

1.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this project is to estimate the relative position and orientation (pose) of the
body (target) in relation to the spacecraft (chaser) using images from an on-board
camera. The approach proposed here is for the chaser to use a known 3D model of
the target body, so that shape or template matching techniques can be applied.
The core of the dissertation will be centred on the design, implementation and testing
of computer vision algorithms to meet the following main objectives:
1. To investigate suitable techniques (image processing techniques or otherwise)
to process a known 3D computer model of the target and to extract relevant
information from it;
2. To investigate suitable techniques (image processing techniques or otherwise)
to extract characteristic information (“features”) from a captured 2D image of
the target;
3. To investigate suitable techniques to learn characteristics from the 3D shape
and classify the 2D image into the most probable pose;
4. To implement a solution able to estimate the relative pose of the target object;
5. To estimate the distance to the target;
6. To test the solution on either synthetic or real data.
As the problem is very complex, it is simplified by targeting the main objectives in the
context of simple scenarios with good illumination and well defined data. However,
there are some desirables that would make the system more robust:
7. To determine pose and distance in different lighting conditions: very dark or
very bright illumination on the target object;
8. To determine pose and distance when the target is partially occluded, caused
by strong illumination from the sun on one side of the target, which leaves the
other side in complete darkness;
6

9. Optimisation of the pre-processing and storage of the 3D information so that
the computation is faster;
10. To test the system with different targets – this depends on the availability of
images and data of targets.
The following is not being considered for this dissertation:
1. Real-time computation based on streams of images;
2. Embedding of algorithms into hardware fitted for space flight.

1.3 Deliverables
The deliverables are included in the CD attached to the hard-copy of this report:
1. Documentation - This report containing:
o Literature review
o Requirements analysis and input data specification
o System design and description of the algorithms
o Results of test and validation of the implemented algorithms
2. Implemented software
o Matlab code (includes own and third party code)
o Unity executable application to create reference images
3. Test data package
o Reference images
o Test images
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2 Research
2.1 Autonomous rendezvous in space
A space rendezvous mission consists of several phases. The first phase starts from
the launch of the spacecraft (chaser) and continues with the navigation until the
chaser detects the target object. An intermediate phase then follows in which the
chaser approaches the orbit of the target. At this point the navigation switches from
absolute navigation to relative navigation, where the chaser positions itself in relation
to the target position and pose. During the last phases the chaser gets closer to the
target and often finishes with docking to the target. The system planned in this
dissertation could be used for the intermediate and final phases.
Rendezvous has many applications in the space environment, such as supplying,
refuelling, grabbing or repairing a spacecraft and others such as pushing, capturing
or even landing on an object.
The whole manoeuvre can be autonomously or manually performed and requires
continuous tracking of the target’s position. When spacecraft are far away from Earth
or from other human-inhabited spacecraft, autonomous systems are preferred, since
the delay between the control centre issuing the command and the final action
increases with separation.
The algorithms for these manoeuvres are often proprietary to a company and
therefore they are not publicly available. Even so, some papers have been published
regarding vision systems for rendezvous such as the series of articles written by Petit
et al. [1] [2] [3]. These have been the main source of reference for this dissertation as
they also use a 3D model of the target spacecraft for the initialisation phase in which
the closest view from the 3D model is selected to match the current pose of the
target. These articles then employ a tracking phase in which the consecutive
differences between the previous image pose and the current image pose are
calculated and corrected. Some research was also commenced by Elecnor Deimos
for Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC) to approach a spherical target orbiting
Mars [4].
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2.2 Template matching
Outside the space applications domain, the study of techniques for pose recognition
using 3D template matching is quite active. There are many analogous applications
such as localisation of vehicles using a monocular camera [5] or tracking vehicles for
autonomous convoy driving [6]. There are also applications in robotics for
manipulation of objects, several algorithms and methods have been proposed to
compare images with reference 3D models. For instance, in [7] depth images taken
from objects are used to find the appropriate view of reference 3D model. In [8],
information about edges and textures is extracted from the image to get 3D camera
tracking. In [9] and [10], a “bag of boundaries” technique is used, which consists of
defining a boundary descriptor to compare images.
The review of literature of objects based on their shape and boundaries shows that
the Histogram of Gradients (HOG) is one of the better performant algorithms. Dalal
and Triggs et al. [11] used it to detect pedestrians in 2005. Since then, the use of this
descriptor has been extended to many different applications, from matching simple
sketches to photographs [12] to autonomous driving systems for cars [13].
Dong et al. [14] use a multi-stage algorithm made up of multi-class and bi-class
HOG-based detectors, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM). The first stage
classifies with coarse features and uses a low threshold to keep potential solutions;
the next stages look at finer detail and remove false positives until a definitive
solution is selected. This is an interesting article because it uses techniques that
could be applied to this project, since we can think of the coarse features as the
features obtained when the target object is in the distance and the features gain
more detail as the chaser approaches the target.
HOG-based hand gesture recognition is described in [15]. The challenge they face in
this application is different to the one posed in this project, since they want to be able
to detect a gesture even when looking at the hand from different angles, whereas for
this project we want to know the angle. But the article highlights the fact that HOG is
sensitive to object rotation which is beneficial to our application. Also, another
interesting thing about this article is that the algorithm is run on a mobile device,
which shows that very little processing power is needed, which is a key requirement
for satellite-based applications.
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Another descriptor used for object recognition is the Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform or SIFT [16]. It is based on luminance information and therefore is
unstable to photometric variations. Although, it is possible to use photometric quasiinvariant features to improve SIFT stability to light changes [17], SIFT is also not
good at detecting objects with little colour variation and this might be a problem for
space objects.
Other techniques are more particular to pose detection, such as in [18], where
knowledge about the rigid and moving parts of the object is used to improve the pose
detection, even when there is occlusion. These techniques are computationally
heavy. Kobayashi et al. [19], also investigate the use of the relationship between the
3D model and the 2D representation. They have performed some interesting work
improving the classifier called 3D-Ferns (which is a modification of Random Ferns) in
order to make it more resistant to changes in texture, coming up with 3D-Ferns+.

2.3 Summary of existing approaches and technologies
As part of this project, well-established feature descriptors for shape matching
learned from the literature review have been tried for the application in hand. They
are the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), the Histogram of Gradients (HOG)
and the Principal Components (PC) and they are summarised in the following
subsections. Different metrics for measuring dissimilarities between vectors were
also researched and are included in here.
2.3.1 Feature descriptors
2.3.1.1

SIFT

The algorithm by Lowe was published in 1999 [20]. From the original paper: “the
features are invariant to image scaling, translation, and rotation, and partially
invariant to illumination changes and affine or 3D projection. Features are detected
through a staged filtering approach that identifies stable points in scale space. Image
keys are created that allow for local geometric deformations by representing blurred
image gradients in multiple orientation planes and at multiple scales. The keys are
used as input to a nearest neighbour indexing method that identifies candidate object
matches. Final verification of each match is achieved by finding a low residual least
squares solution for the unknown model parameters”.
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It is often used to solve problems of matching objects in stereo-images, image
stitching, tracking and object recognition.
2.3.1.2

HOG

HOG was described for the first time in 2005 by Dalal and Triggs et al. [11] and was
used to detect pedestrians. It is based on the fact that the local object appearance
and shape within an image can be described by the distribution of intensity gradients
or edge directions. An image is divided into small connected regions called cells,
and for the pixels within each cell, a histogram of gradient directions (counts of the
occurrences of gradient orientation) is calculated. The descriptor is then the
concatenation of these histograms.
For improved accuracy, the local histograms can be contrast-normalized by
calculating a measure of the intensity across a larger region of the image, called a
block, and then using this value to normalize all cells within the block. This
normalization results in better invariance to changes in illumination and shadowing.
HOG is notorious for being well suited for human detection.
2.3.1.3

PC

Principal component analysis (PCA) was invented by Karl Pearson in 1901 [21]. It is
a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of
observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly
uncorrelated variables called principal components (PC).
This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component
accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding
component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is
orthogonal to the preceding components.
PCA can be done by eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance (or correlation)
matrix or singular value decomposition of a data matrix, usually after mean centring
and normalizing the data matrix for each attribute.
PCA has been successfully used for face detection, where the name “Eigenfaces” is
given to the set of eigenvectors that define a low-dimensional representation of the
human face [22].
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2.3.2 Dissimilarity measurement
2.3.2.1

Euclidean distance

The Euclidean distance between two 2-dimensional points (x1,x2) and (y1,y2) can be
calculated as:
=

−

+

−

When the objective of calculating the minimum distance is to find the closest point to
a point in a dataset, the square root is not necessary, which reduces the
computation.
The Euclidean distance is the most common measure to calculate the distance
between two vectors.
2.3.2.2

Rectilinear distance (L1)

Also called Manhattan or city-block distance. In Manhattan, the distance between two
2D points (x1,x2) and (y1,y2) is defined as:
= |
2.3.2.3
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Pearson Correlation Coefficient

This is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables. The coefficient is
calculated as:
,

Where

,

,

=

are the standard deviations of X and Y.

The Pearson Coefficient is interesting as a measure of dissimilarity when the overall
trend of a variable is important but its order of magnitude might not be.

2.4 Social, ethical, legal and environmental issues
Regarding legal issues concern the property rights of the 3D models used to detect
the target shape. The Deimos-2 3D model used in this project belongs to Elecnor
Deimos and can be used for the sole purpose of this dissertation. For this reason, the
3D model file will not be included in the dissertation package.
Also one of the algorithms investigated, SIFT, is patented and requires license fee for
usage of the original algorithm. Research and development are excluded from
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patents, so its use does not affect this dissertation but it has to be taken into account
if the system is going to be used by commercial spacecraft.
There might be other legal issues to take into consideration, for instance, the vision
system proposed could be used for purposes such as satellite removal. This type of
manoeuvre is very sensitive and broadly discussed, since some countries possess
satellites that purposely seem inactive, but are not, e.g. spy satellites [23]. These
types of issues are being discussed internationally, especially considering the fact
that outer space is getting overcrowded and the risk of collisions and impact with
debris increases every day.
The implementation for this project will only be a prototype and will not be subject to
international laws until it reaches maturity and it is ready to be launched on board of
a satellite.
Also, the increasing number of satellites being launched and the fact that there is an
increase in the resolution that their cameras and sensors can achieve does raise
both legal and ethical questions. This applies mainly to Earth Observation (EO)
satellites, which constantly monitor the Earth and are able to capture information on
both public and private properties which affects people’s lives, without their consent.
The application proposed here is not an EO application, which removes the social
and ethical component.

2.5 Hardware, software and other resources
The current project results could be used to implement a prototype for an on board
satellite system. Given the time and the resources of the present dissertation, the
objective was not to have a system ready to be sent to space. For this reason the
hardware used was not specialised hardware and was not tested to endure outer
space conditions, and the developed code was not optimised to run on such
hardware.
Many vision systems are developed in C/C++, due to the very efficient processing
that can be achieved. Matlab is also a common tool for prototyping algorithms and is
optimised for operations on matrices (and images are seen as matrices of pixel
values).
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Regarding the 3D model, there are libraries written in C++ that could have also been
used for the manipulation of the 3D model. Another option is to use Unity, a platform
to create 3D and 2D applications and interactive experiences [24]. It was born into
the gaming industry but it is now used for other applications such as simulators,
virtual world interaction, etc.
In order to gather 3D models to develop and test the algorithms, free libraries of
images were considered, such as the NASA 3D Resources repository [25]. 2D
images of the orbiting satellites could also be found from repositories such as Google
Images.
Another source of resources, are online forums and communities. In order to be
connected with the research community, I am part of a LinkedIn group called
Computer Vision Online which welcomes discussions on the Computer Vision topics.
I have also some support from my colleagues in the image processing department in
Elecnor Deimos Spain.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Project management
3.1.1 Development methodology
Given that there was a good understanding of what the final purpose of the system
was, the waterfall methodology seemed suitable to be used for the design,
development, test and validation of this prototype. However, since the particular
algorithms and techniques to be used were not decided at the beginning of the
project, there was a need to keep it flexible.
The chosen approach was similar to the spiral model in which the design,
development and test phases are reviewed in sequence as many times as necessary
until a final solution is achieved.
The system was broken down into subcomponents, and the spiral model ensured
that in each iteration all subcomponents could be integrated and worked smoothly
together.
It was also decided to have a set of mandatory requirements plus a set of desirable
requirements in a backlog. By completing the mandatory requirements the objectives
of this project can be met. The more requirements completed from the backlog, the
better the solution achieved, for instance in terms of precision, speed and
robustness.
3.1.2 Project review
The project deliverables were completed for the planned milestones. However, due
to the delay caused by a month off sick, there was no progress during the month of
May. This affected some deadlines and the total duration of the project, so a review
of the schedule and the risk table was needed. The updated Gantt chart of the
project is shown in Figure 2. This new Gantt chart was followed and the final
milestone was reached with good progress.
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Figure 2 Project Gantt Chart

Looking at the risk analysis table, a couple of the potential risks became important
half way through the project and were mitigated as per initial plan:
•

Lack of time for development due to illness. Weekends and time off work
were used to speed up the development and writing of the report.

•

Lack of communication with supervisor, especially during the month of August
due to vacation time. A more independent approach had to be taken.

3.2 Requirements specification
The schema below shows a high level diagram of the functionalities that need to be
implemented. The input data are the photos taken from the target (called “2D image”
in the diagram) and the 3D computer model.

3D model

Start

2D image

Pre-process 3D
model

Extract
object features

Detect pose of
object

Calculate
distance to
object
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Pose/distance
obtained

Required:
1. Features of the input 2D image suitable for pose detection shall be defined.
2. Features of the input 2D image suitable for pose detection shall be extracted.
3. Different views of the 3D computer model of the target shall be available.
4. The features of the 3D computer model views that are needed for pose
detection shall be extracted and processed.
5. The system shall be able to find the closest view from the 3D computer model
that matches the input 2D image, using the features extracted.
6. The system shall estimate the size of the object.
7. The system shall estimate the distance to the object.
8. The system shall estimate the relative pose of the target.
Backlog:
9. The system shall work for different lighting conditions including very bright or
very dark environment.
10. The system shall work when the target is partially occluded.
11. The system shall work for different targets, always under the assumption the
target and its 3D model are known.
12. The system shall optimise the storage of the 3D model to allow fast
computation.
Outside scope:
13. Real-time computation based on stream of images.
14. Embedding of the algorithms into hardware fitted for space flight.

3.3 Hardware and software
The system runs currently on a standard laptop (Intel Core i7 processor, 8GB RAM).
Regarding the acquisition of the 3D model and test data, the decision was made to
use a 3D computer model of the Deimos-2 satellite, provided by Elecnor Deimos, and
a matching physical mock-up model of about 20cm in size that was used to take
photographs of from different angles in a simulated black background environment.
The vision algorithms have been implemented in Matlab. For the creation of the
reference data set from the 3D model, a Unity 5 based C# application was
developed. Unity was relatively easy to use to program the simple application
17

required. The disadvantage of using Unity is that it does not have a connection with
the main programming framework used for the project, Matlab, which means that the
3D model could not be accessed directly from the Matlab code. This is considered
acceptable at this stage because the need for having the whole 3D model loaded in
the satellite was trying to be avoided.

3.4 Input datasets preparation
There are mainly two types of input data required by the system: (1) a graphical 3D
model of the target object used as reference and (2) images of the target object
taken from a chaser on-board camera showing the target in different poses.
3.4.1 Reference data: 3D computer model
Deimos UK has kindly provided a 3D computer model of one of their satellites,
Deimos-2. It is worth noting that this satellite would not normally be a target for a
rendezvous manoeuvre, since it is an earth observation satellite and currently
operational. However, it does have similar structure to other satellites and can be
used to prove the concept.
There are other 3D computer models available from the NASA 3D Resources
repository. However, it is not easy to find real images of the real satellites or of mockups, most available images are synthetically generated or artist impressions.
For this project, a database of reference images has been created from the synthetic
3D model of the Deimos-2 satellite.
In order to achieve this, an application called SatelliteProfiler was developed using
C# in Unity to collect views of the 3D model from different angles. When the
SatelliteProfiler is launched, the illumination of the scene and the increment of the
angles in degrees can be configured via the overlaid user interface, as seen in Figure
3.
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Figure 3 SatelliteProfiler view

When the “go” button is pressed, the application starts turning the satellite 3D model
about the three Cartesian axes, x, y and z, using the selected increment angle. Each
view is saved to a file named “D2_α_β_γ.png” α, β and γ being the rotation angle
about each axis. Figure 4 shows the views generated by the application when an
increment of 90º is set.

Figure 4 Views of the 3D model generated with an increment of 90 degrees

The characterisation used is Euler angles representation, where the rotation of the
object can be described as:
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α, β, γ being the rotation angles about the z, y and x axis, respectively.
It is noted that there are some combinations of angles that produce the same view.
For instance, turning an object around the three axes x, y, z by 180º,180º, 0º is
equivalent to 0º, 0º, 180º. This is related to the well-known issue with the Euler
representation called gimbal lock [26]. In this case, the repeated views have been
removed so that there is only one instance of each view.
Data was produced and stored by the SatelliteProfiler with increments of 30º, 20º and
10º. The number of images produced by the SatelliteProfiler increases dramatically
when the increment is reduced, for instance for an increment of 20º, 2916 views are
produced, if we half that to 10º, it results in more than 23,500 views.
The results shown later in the report have been produced using 10º-increment views,
due to the storage capacity of the laptop.
3.4.2 Test data: physical mock-up model
Deimos UK has provided a scale mock-up of the same Deimos-2 satellite, which
allowed the creation of a test dataset to validate the algorithms.
The mock-up was positioned on a black background set up for the photoshoot, as
shown in Figure 5. Photographs were taken from different angles, building up a
library of views that can be divided in two groups: (1) A collection of images from
different angles in order to capture a wide variety of poses and (2) sequences of
images approaching the model, where distance varies from far to close and pose
varies progressively. Some of the photographs have been manipulated to remove the
stand support and imperfections in the non-black background. In total there are 40
images of different views and 3 sequences.
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Figure 5 Mock-up in the set up for the photoshoot

Figure 6 shows some examples of the images in the test dataset, showing different
poses and lighting conditions.

Figure 6 Some examples of the images in the test dataset
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The tests of the whole integrated system were done using the sequences of images,
since these sequences would be very similar to the one a chaser would get when
approaching an orbiting target object.
The sequences used are shown below in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9. The size of
the target increases and the pose evolves as the chaser approaches. This change
should be smooth.
It is noted that the images were taken in low light conditions and some of them are
blurred. They were left as part of the test dataset because these conditions can
happen in the real situation when the camera is in space.

Figure 7 Sequence 01 of images from the chaser approaching the target
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Figure 8 Sequence 02 of images from the chaser approaching the target
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Figure 9 Sequence 03 of images from the chaser approaching the target

3.5 System design
As shown in Figure 10, the implementation of the full processing chain requires the
implementation and integration of several building blocks, or components. The main
components are the preparation of the input data (2D views from the 3D model),
finding the target in the image, the classification algorithm (which includes feature
extraction and classification) and the calculation of the distance. There is also a block
to be used when the images are part of a sequence of images (i.e. the chaser takes
images continuously whilst approaching the target) in which case some sort of
feedback using information from previous classified images is used.
24

Figure 10 Overview of the processing chain

The algorithms are presented in the following sections and the results are included in
section 4.
3.5.1 Feature descriptors
As part of the development phase in Matlab, different descriptors and classification
methods have been tried. Descriptors such as SIFT, HOG and PC were chosen
because they have already proven successful in other areas and they are able to
identify objects from their shape. Other more sophisticated techniques have not been
tried during this project, partly due to the lack of time but mainly because simple,
computationally efficient methods are preferred for applications in space.
As they are very well-known methods, several implementations exist and are
available on-line from the Matlab Central File Exchange. The SIFT implementation
used is based on the original paper from Lowe from 2004 [16] and was implemented
by Xing Di. HOG implementation by Ludwig was written for his paper on pedestrian
detection [27]. And the PC descriptor is obtained from adapting the implementation
for face recognition by K.S Dash. All the code used is included in the delivery with
their respective licence files.
There are more details on the descriptors in section 4 Results.
3.5.2 Edge detection
Many of the algorithms researched use some sort of measure of direction in a global
or local area. Through testing it became clear that these algorithms perform much
better when the input are edges instead of a grayscale image, since it is easier for
the algorithm to measure the direction of simple lines.
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Two methods were tried, Sobel-Feldman and Canny. Sobel-Feldman [28] is an
image processing filter in the horizontal and vertical directions. It is a discrete
differentiation operator, computing an approximation of the gradient of the image
intensity function. The Canny operator [29] requires several steps: it applies a
Gaussian filter to smooth the image, finds the intensity gradients, gets rid of spurious
outputs by applying non-maximum suppression, applies double threshold to
determine potential edges and tracks edges by hysteresis (suppressing all the other
edges that are weak and not connected to strong edges).
Both algorithms were tried and Canny was chosen eventually because it returned
consistently better results.
Sobel

Canny

Figure 11 Comparison between an original image and results of applying Sobel and Canny filters

3.5.3 Blob detection
For the particular application addressed in this project, rendezvous of objects in
space, the target object will be a geometrical object (e.g. a spacecraft) or a bigger
than average shape (e.g. as a comet) and therefore it should be easy to spot on a
mainly dark background scattered with small stars.
Using blob detection techniques, the bounding box of the object is obtained and the
image can be cut snug around the target object, which will be the input for the pose
detection algorithms.
For blob detection, the first approach that was tried was to set a threshold to remove
the darkest pixels and separate background from objects on the background. Then,
the biggest object in the image is assumed to be the target. This technique on its own
was not good enough, because parts of the target were sometimes quite dark too
and they were removed resulting in the satellite being split into two or more pieces,
instead of being a single object. To help manage this problem, some techniques
were put in place. Edge detection of the image was performed first, followed by
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dilation and erosion operations and the resulting edges added to the original image
before thresholding. This helped to better define the outline of the object and to
include some of the parts into the main body, however there were cases where some
of the parts were still separated. The current bounding box detection algorithm
returns the two biggest objects in the image so that the classifier can try with each of
them separately and also merged. An example is shown in Figure 12.
Original image

Threshold only

Edge detection and thresholding

Inclusion of second biggest blob

Figure 12 Testing with different blob detection techniques. Red box indicates the bounding box
selected by the algorithm. In the right-bottom image, the two blue boxes show the two biggest blobs in
the image.

For comparison, a sliding window approach was also tested in which the whole
image was scanned for occurrences of the satellite in the different poses or sizes.
This was a much slower method than blob detection and it did not always return good
results.
3.5.4 Pose prediction
Assuming that we have a sequence of images of a target and that the changing
position, orientation and size of the target evolves in a smooth, continuous way, it is
possible to predict the pose of the satellite for each progressive image.
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In this project, two approaches have been tried for prediction:
1. Use the previous pose as prediction
2. Use the trend of the previous poses to calculate the next pose
For (2) a simple algorithm based on linear regression is applied independently for
each of the three rotation angles. We assume that subsequent poses are close
enough that the rotation angles ( ,

and

in the equation below) can be

approximated by a linear function dependent on the distance from the chaser to the
target ( ):
=
+
= ! + !
= " + "
For each direction of rotation, using the angles from previously classified poses in the
sequence, the parameters

,

,!

, !, " , " are calculated and used to predict the

next angles , , . For instance, if we take n previous instances of angle

we can

build the following system of equations in matrix form:
1
1
# ⋮ & = #⋮
1

1 !
⋮ &' (
!

Simplifying the notation to ) = *!, the coefficients can be solved by ! = )\*.
Note that in reality, if the chaser is being guided towards the target, we could also
have information about the trajectory that the chaser is following, since that
information would be available.
3.5.5 Distance calculation
To calculate the distance to the target we can rely on the relationship between the
image and the camera parameters:
* ,-

=

. ∗ ℎ12345678_:7;<=: ∗ ℎ>?88_5@7<=
ℎ:7;<=:_5A_5@7<= ∗ ℎ4=A4B;

Where:
•
•
•

. is the focal length of the camera, often in mm.

ℎ>?88_5@7<= is the height of the whole image, in pixels.

ℎ:7;<=:_5A_5@7<= is the height of the target in the image, in pixels
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•
•

ℎ4=A4B; is the height of the sensor of the camera used, in mm.

ℎ12345678_:7;<=: is the real height that the target would have in that pose, which

we put in mm to be consistent with the rest of the measurements

The dimensions of the real satellite are known as per the satellite specifications. The
body has a diameter of 1500 mm and a height of 1940 mm. The height used in the
equation is not the specifications’ height, but the height of the target as seen from the
camera (see Figure 13).

Figure 13 Example of how to measure the target height for the equation

This means that the real target height has to be obtained for each of the possible
poses. In this project, the real height is calculated off-line for each of the reference
views and stored.
3.5.6 Integration for sequences of images
The whole processing chain is put together, using the classification method that
returned the best results.
First, the database of views from the 3D computer model is pre-calculated off-line
using the developed Unity application and a vector of features of each view is kept.
This means that neither the original 3D computer model nor the views are required
for the system to run.
The operations on the captured image from the target will be processed on-line, the
processing being invoked every time a new image from the target is received. The
input for the system is a set of images in sequence. The full system processing chain
includes the target detection in the image (blob detection), the edge detection and
the features calculation, plus the selection of the best matching pose.
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In order to integrate the pose prediction to improve the results, the following
conditions are implemented:
1. The system avoids using the predicted pose if the previously classified poses
do not follow a consistent pattern. This is because if a wrongly classified pose
is used to calculate the next one, then the prediction will be erroneous too.
We measure consistency in the sequence by calculating the variation
between one pose and the next and assuming that a pose will not vary more
than 10 degrees between images. If there is no consistency, the system
decides that one or more of the previous classified poses were incorrect and
cannot predict the next pose.
2. If a prediction can be made and the difference between predicted pose and
classified pose is more than 20 degrees, the assumption is that the classifier
had failed and the prediction should be used instead. This works if we
assume that the changes in the target’s pose happen very slowly and there
are no sudden unexpected movements, which should be the case.
And finally, the size and distance to the target are then calculated based on the
matching pose selected.

3.6 Testing approach
A set of 40 images was prepared for testing, taken from the mock-up model from
different angles and distances. For each of the images, the best match was found in
the database of reference images generated by the Unity application. This was done
off-line, by eye, comparing the most similar images by superimposing them against
each other in order to see which one appeared to be the best match. This list of pairs
(test image and its right match) has been used to gauge the success of each of the
classifiers used during the spiral phase of the project.
A function was also implemented to display in a figure the original image followed by
the most probable matches in order, as decided by the classifier. This proved useful
in understanding how far from the right match the classifier was or why it had chosen
one pose over another.
At system level, the outputs of the system were also validated against the expected
outputs. Every time an image was processed, the result was compared with the right
match. Data was kept for selected pose, predicted pose and error to right pose in
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order to analyse the results and improve the algorithms. The same approach was
taken for the 3 sequences of images that were prepared for testing.
There were no defined requirements in terms of accuracy of pose detection, so the
best results are presented and their suitability and potential improvements discussed.
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4 Results
4.1 Classification prototypes
The classification tries to ascertain what pose the target is in. In order to do that, the
target image is compared with each of the reference images in the database and the
best match is selected as the target’s pose (or at least the closest pose from the
ones available).
As described previously, the reference images are a set of views taken from the 3D
model by rotating the model in equal angular increments about every axis (x, y, z).
The results obtained in this project are for a database of images in 10 degrees
increments. This means that the problem becomes the selection of the best matching
view from over 23,500 views.
In order to find the best matching view we need a way of describing the images so
that they can be compared and a measure of how similar two images are. Different
prototypes were tested in order to be able to choose the best one for the final
system.
Section 4.1.1 is a comparison of different dissimilarity measurements that were
tested on a feature descriptor (HOG, 2.3.1.2) to find the most suitable.
Sections 4.1.2 to 4.1.5 present some results for the different types of feature
descriptors that were tried to extract information from the images and make them
comparable.
4.1.1 Comparison between dissimilarity measurements
Using HOG descriptors, the different dissimilarity measurements described in Section
2.3.2 have been used to classify a set of 40 images showing the target satellite in
different poses and at different sizes. The results are shown in Table 1.
Measurement

Accuracy of the classification

Average pose error

Euclidean Distance

70%

26º

Manhattan

61%

37º

Pearson Coefficient

36%

84º

Table 1 Comparison between dissimilarity measurements for classification
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The poses classified using the Euclidean Distance as the dissimilarity measure
between feature vectors return, on average, poses that are closer to the right one
and the classifier also returns a higher accuracy overall.
4.1.2 Pixel values as feature vector
The first test performed was using a straight forward comparison between two
images, by taking the pixel values as components of the feature vector.
The Euclidean distance between the test image feature vector and each of the
reference images’ vectors is calculated. The minimum distance returns the best
match.
Only some examples were tried and the results were not very promising. Figure 14
shows two examples of the results: the first image displayed on the left is the original
image, the ones on the right are the ones that have been found to be more similar to
the original, in order of dissimilarity.
D2_0_0_270.png

D2_180_160_270.png

D2_0_90_260.png

D2_180_160_90.png

D2_180_150_270.png

D2_10_90_260.png

D2_10_90_90.png

D2_0_40_270.png

Figure 14 Two examples of classification results using MSE: original image (left-most) followed by best
matches found in order of dissimilarity.

This method was discarded because, even though the results could have been
improved, it requires keeping and going through every pixel of every image, which
makes it slow. A feature descriptor that extracts basic information from the picture is
deemed more efficient.
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4.1.3 HOG
A quick test shows that HOG is able to extract features about shape that should help
detect the pose of the object, as seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15 HOG features of front (left image) and side (right image) view of satellite

HOG was applied to images of the satellite viewed from the same angle but from
different distances, which means the target size varies. As seen in Figure 16, the size
of the cell used for HOG needs to take into account the size of the target object,
otherwise the features will not be comparable. It also shows that it is important to
choose the right cell size, otherwise the shape information is not captured properly.

Figure 16 Detail of HOG features of cells of 20x20pixels for different sizes of the target object

To account for this, the targets are always analysed using the same number of cells,
which means the number of pixels per cell varies depending on the size of the object
but the results obtained are comparable.
As seen on the examples in Figure 17, HOG seemed like a suitable descriptor for the
system.
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Original:

Original:

D2_0_0_270.png

D2_0_0_90.png

D2_0_10_90.png

D2_330_160_270.png

D2_330_170_270.png

D2_220_0_90.png

Figure 17 Two examples of classification results using HOG: original image (left-most) followed by
best matches found in order of dissimilarity. The top test image is classified correctly, the bottom one
is not but it is very close.

4.1.4 PCA
Using the same concept as the well-known Eigenfaces to detect human faces, some
results were obtained using Principal Components Analysis to calculate the
eigenspace of the reference images. The test images were then re-projected to the
eigenspace and the Euclidean distance of the projection onto all the reference
images was calculated. The minimum should give the best match.
Due to the large number of images in the 10º-increment database, the memory
required to calculate the eigenvalues of the entire database is too high for the
standard computer used. A subset of around 300 views was used instead and some
of the test images were run through.
PCA was able to find some of the matching images, but there is often confusion
when there are small, localised differences, as shown in the two examples in Figure
18, which seems to be due to the use of the whole images to calculate the PCA,
which removes detail and emphasizes overall shape. The number of images correctly
classified was less than 10%.
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Figure 18 Two examples showing the original image (on the left) and the first and second choice of the
PCA classifier

4.1.5 SIFT
SIFT was initially also considered as it can be used to detect an object in an image
even when it has a different size.
However, literature [30] comments on the fact that SIFT is robust to large orientation
changes of the viewpoint. This is useful to detect an object in an image, but it is a
disadvantage when trying to detect the pose of the object.
Trials show that the shape of the target object, being highly symmetrical and
geometrical, also poses a problem for the algorithm, since it confuses corners and
features.

4.2 Classification results
The selected view from the classifier is compared with the expected pose. The
expected pose has been manually chosen by superimposing the test images on
different reference views and selecting by eye the one in which the body of the
satellite aligns better. When doing so, the matching of the alignment of the solar
panels was considered of secondary importance because the panels of the physical
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mock-up model are a bit bent whereas the 3D computer model’s solar panels are
perfectly flat and symmetrical.
Table 2 shows the results when using reference views taken at 10º increments about
each axis. The table includes the accuracy of the classifier (percentage of views
selected matching the expected pose) and also the mean pose error (difference
between the selected pose by the classifier and the expected pose in degrees).
Percentage of selected
Number of
cells

Accuracy

Mean pose error

views one step away from
expected (+/- 10º)

20x20

55%

22º

85%

28x28

36%

31º

82%

29x29

36%

17º

85%

30x30

67%

24º

85%

31x31

27%

48º

64%

32x32

42%

31º

79%

35x35

45%

22º

88%

Table 2 Results of classification with HOG features using different cell sizes – reference images at 10º
increments

The results show that using 30x30 cells with overlap and 9 bins returns the best
accuracy. Different numbers of bins were also tried for HOG but the results did not
change. Inspecting and comparing the test images with the expected pose and the
selected pose, the following can be noted:
(1) The reference views used are separated by 10 degrees in each axis. Many of
the misclassified images choose a reference view which is one step away from
the expected pose (this is, +/-10 degrees away in one or more axes). This is
explained by the fact that the test image is in between two views, for instance,
the test image shows the satellite turned at [0, 180, 22] but the available
reference views are [0, 180, 20] and [0, 180, 30]. So even though, only 67% of
the images in the dataset are properly identified, the percentage goes up to
85% if we include the ones that have chosen a view only one step away from
the expected. In fact the mean pose error is just over 20º.
(2) A problem was encountered with the mock-up model used: The solar panels
in the mock-up are not perfectly aligned in the same plane, as opposed to the
views of the reference 3D model. Figure 19 shows in green the photo of the
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mock-up overlaid with the 3D model in purple. This example of a matching
pose shows clearly how the solar panels do not match, even when the body
does. Also, the top of the satellite is slightly smaller in the mock-up.

Figure 19 Fused image of the mock-up (green) and the reference (purple)

Point (2) is a problem for the classifier because many times the panels will be more
similar to those of one reference image whilst the body will be more aligned with a
different reference image. Looking at the results these issues explain many of the
misclassified examples in Table 2.

4.3 Distance calculation
To validate the chosen approach, a sequence of 10 photos was taken whilst moving
towards the mock-up satellite, starting from a distance of 2 meters and finishing at 50
cm. The size of the mock-up (10 times smaller than the real Deimos-2 satellite) was
used in the equation in 3.5.5 together with the parameters of the camera used (Nikon
D20) and the results obtained proved correct and are shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Distance to changing pose target calculated from the target photographs

4.4 Results for sequences of images
This section contains a summary of the results obtained. The Appendix included in
the attached CD contains the full tables with the correct and selected pose and error
metrics for each of the images in each sequence.
The first results that were obtained for the different sequences used are summarised
in Table 3. Taking the best sequence, 03, the classifier has found the right pose on
74% of the cases. The percentage is of 83% accuracy if we take the poses that are
within 10º of the correct one. The error between the correct pose and the selected
pose is 29º on average for this case.
Sequence

Number of
images

Accuracy

Mean pose

Accuracy for

error

error < 10º

01

22

59%

37º

73%

02

15

53%

59º

60%

03

23

74%

29º

78%

Table 3 Preliminary accuracies achieved for each sequence

At this point, the system is trying to classify each image individually, without taking
into account the fact that they are part of a sequence. Looking at the results of the
classifier for each of the images in the sequences, it is clear that there are some
spurious mistakes that could be fixed (or at least mitigated) by considering that the
previous poses in the sequence are known.
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Table 4 shows the results obtained when applying the previous pose as predictor and
Table 5 shows the results when using the 3 previous poses to calculate regression
and predict the next pose.
Sequence

Number of
images

Accuracy

Mean pose

Accuracy for

error

error < 10º

01

22

64%

21º

82%

02

15

60%

46º

67%

03

23

78%

1.5º

96%

Table 4 Accuracies achieved using the previous pose as predictor

Sequence

Number of
images

Accuracy

Mean pose

Accuracy for

error

error < 10º

01

22

64%

4º

86%

02

15

60%

46º

67%

03

23

78%

3º

91%

Table 5 Accuracies achieved using regression as predictor

When comparing Table 4 and Table 5 with Table 3, the accuracies improve for all
sequences but also the mean error is reduced, in some cases down to an average
value of 1.5 degrees.
Regarding the two predictors, the previous pose proves to be a good predictor,
especially in sequence 3 where the changes in pose are very smooth. However, the
predictor based on regression gives better results overall and for longer sequences
will probably give better results if more than 3 previous poses are used to solve the
regression equations.
Figure 21 shows the improvement on the error between the expected pose and the
selected pose. Dotted lines show the error before the sequence feedback was put in
place. Solid lines show the error afterwards. The second plot explains why the
sequence 2 results do not improve much with the predictors: misclassification
happened at the beginning of the sequence when there are not enough samples to
predict the next poses with some confidence.
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Figure 21 Improvement of error with sequence feedback.
Dotted line is error before and solid line is error after feedback is implemented

Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24 below show plots of the rotation angle around the
three main axes (x, y, z) through time. In each sub-plot, the solid line shows the real
angle at that point, and the dotted line is the angle selected by the algorithm. The
fourth sub-plot shows the error for each image in the sequence between the real
pose and the selected pose and the last sub-plot shows the calculated distance to
the target at each step.
The distances obtained are related to the poses, since they are calculated using the
height of the satellite expected for that particular pose. This means that for
misclassified poses, if the error is big, the distance calculation should not be trusted.
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Figure 22 Comparison between real and selected pose through time and total error for sequence 1
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Figure 23 Comparison between real and selected pose through time and total error for sequence 2
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Figure 24 Comparison between real and selected pose through time and total error for sequence 3

It is interesting to note that the error does not seem to have a correlation with time,
since errors appear equally at the beginning or at the end of the sequences.
However, by analysing the misclassified images, the reasons for misclassification do
seem to have a correlation with the size of the satellite in the image.
Misclassification at the beginning of the sequence 2 seems to be related to the lack
of detail when the satellite is small for certain poses and also due to some images
being blurred (see Figure 25). The fact that the classifier manages to correct early
errors is good.
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Figure 25 Blurred target in image 3 of sequence 2 (full image on the left, detail on the right)

The errors at the end of the sequence are more critical, since the chaser is closer to
the target. However, the error at the end of the sequence is often between 0º and
20º.
When the misclassification happens at the end of the sequence when the satellite is
close, it is often related to blob detection issues, since the parts of the satellite might
appear disconnected and further away, the blob detection algorithm fails sometimes
to see them as part of the same object. These could be solved by using knowledge
about the sequence: the subsequent targets in a sequence will be slightly bigger than
the previous one and in a similar position in the image. Unfortunately there was no
time during this project to implement this improvement.
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5 Discussion
The aim of this project was to estimate the relative pose of a chaser in relation to a
target body it is approaching using images from an on-board camera and having prior
knowledge of the 3D shape of the target.
During the course of the project different methods have been tried for each of the
building blocks of the system, mainly target detection in an image, prediction
techniques and different computer vision techniques for template matching to classify
the pose. The result has been a working end-to-end system.
As descriptors for the classifier, HOG and SIFT were chosen to start with because
they are broadly used to solve problems of finding matches between images and
they both solved the problem of detecting a target in different sizes. However, SIFT
was discarded because of the target object being very symmetrical and the algorithm
being insensitive to some rotation of the object, which made it not suitable for the
particular application. HOG stood out by being able to describe the pose of the object
with minimal calculations.
Through some suggestions gathered from a Computer Vision forum, PCA was also
tested. The algorithm used was analogous to the one used for face detection
(famously using Eigenfaces). PCA of the whole dataset of 23,500 reference images
was computationally very demanding. The PC obtained were not able to classify the
test images properly. The probable reason why it did not work is that the full set of
poses can vary a lot in shape and a single PCA is not able to properly define them
all. Maybe if the reference dataset were cleverly split so that images with very well
correlated PCA were together, better results could be obtained.
The best accuracies obtained by the system for pose detection were of 78% with a
mean error of only 1.5º. This is calculated as the number of images for which the
classifier returned the expected pose from a reference database with views of the
target taken every 10º. These results include the implementation of a very simple
predictor that was quite good at reducing the error, from an error of 29º to 1.5º.
Analysing further the error obtained, we can say that the classified pose is often
close to the expected pose. In fact, the accuracy increases to 96% if the selected
poses that are only less than 10º away (one step away in the reference database)
from the expected pose are included. A potential improvement would be to reduce
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the number of reference images to only the ones around the first classified poses.
This would bring two benefits: first, the second pass could use a reference dataset
with smaller increment between views (for instance, 5º instead of 10º) which should
result in lower mean error. And second, the processing time also decreases as the
reference dataset is smaller and there are fewer matches to check.
Another suggestion to reduce the error is to use a technique such as the Hough
Transform to detect straight lines of the satellite and to adjust the pose detection by
looking at the lines’ angles in comparison to the angles of the reference dataset.
In order to obtain significantly lower error (i.e. less than 1º between selected and
expected pose), more sophisticated 3D template matching and tracking techniques
are necessary, such as in [31], where the 3D model is used to match the contour of
the object in the image by successively projecting the 3D model, comparing contours
and turning the model in the direction of the gradient, which gives the most probable
convergence. This technique, however, would be significantly more demanding in
terms of power and probably memory, which are precious resources on a spacecraft.
The solution developed during this project uses very low overhead computation
algorithms and only stores HOG descriptors of

the reference views. A

recommendation would be to use HOG to find the initial pose for another algorithm
so that convergence to the optimal solution is quicker.
When looking at the results, it is worth noting that the mock-up model used did not
exactly match the 3D computer model, because some of the solar panels on the
physical mock-up were slightly bent, which also limited the accuracy that could be
achieved in this project. An idea to help minimising this issue could have been to
modify the computer model to match the physical model or to use a weighted HOG
descriptor that increases the importance of the pixels in the centre (the body of the
satellite is always in the centre of the object) and minimises the effect of the solar
panels. However, this would have been a fix only for this particular case where the
model was not correct.
Problems associated with illumination of the image have been partially addressed.
Bad illumination conditions have been taken into consideration by using low light and
black background for the test data. Some of the images were blurred and affected
the algorithms results but even so, blurred images still gave a decent classified pose.
Partial occlusion due to lack of light in space, where half of the object can be
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illuminated by the sun and the other half can be completely in the dark, has not been
assessed. A possible solution to this problem could be the use of Quadtrees or
another type of descriptor where the object information has some link to their spatial
location and relationship, since with this technique an occluded object could be found
within the descriptor of the full object.
Regarding legal and professional issues, proprietary information such as the 3D
computer model has been managed according to the agreements with Deimos UK.
Also the third party libraries used have been referenced and the original licence
attached to them
Overall, the research goals have been met by testing suitable techniques for
extraction of features and investigation into ways of classifying the pose of the
satellite using information from the 3D computer model. An integrated solution was
implemented that detects the target and estimates the distance and the relative pose
of the target object.
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6 Conclusion and recommendations
The techniques used during the project are mature and have proven to be successful
in many areas of computer vision. The conclusion drawn from the results is that these
techniques are suitable to estimate the pose of an object orbiting in space, given that
the 3D model of the object is known.
Personally, when I started the project I did not have any experience using feature
descriptors to identify objects. Through the process I have learnt about new vision
algorithms that I had no knowledge of before and I have had the opportunity to test a
series of feature descriptors and to experience what were their strengths and
weaknesses. As mentioned, these are well-stablished techniques and I believe it is
important to understand these in order to be able to move forward to other more
modern solutions, which in many cases are based on these techniques.
I understand the solution achieved during this project is still far from being suitable to
be used on board of a spacecraft, but good foundations have been established and
the results could be improved further from here.
Reflecting on the results, the error between the expected pose and that estimated by
the algorithms, which was between 0º and 20º for the latest images in the
sequences, could already be good enough for some applications of rendezvous in
space, such as debris removal, or even during the intermediate phase for a
cooperative docking, where the rough pose is estimated first in order to help the
chaser find the right side to approach the target for the docking and then the markers
on the target can be used for the fine tuning.
In order to improve the system, recommended further work includes making blob
detection more robust or testing with longer sequences of images to improve the
correction of errors through prediction of next pose. It is also recommended to test
the system with a database of reference views with smaller than 10º angle
increments between views, or the creation of the views on-the-fly using only views
around the last classified pose, although power consumption should be taken into
account for this case.
In any case, the requirements that were identified as “desirable” for this project
should be addressed in a potential follow up project:
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1. The system shall work when the target is faced with extreme lighting
conditions (very bright or very dark) or partially occluded.
2. The system shall work when other objects are in the background, such as the
moon or part of the Earth.
3. The system shall work for different targets, always under the assumption the
target and its 3D shape are known
4. The system shall optimise the storage of the 3D computer model to allow fast
computation
5. Real-time computation based on stream of images
6. Embed the algorithms into hardware fitted for space flight
To finish, I would like to add that I found the topic of this dissertation very interesting
and the problem to solve was challenging and rewarding so I will be engaging in
conversations with Deimos UK to find out if they are interested in continuing with the
project.
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